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COMPETENCY-BASED CERTIFICATION

.)HAT ARE THE KEY ISSUES?

In September, 1972, John Pitmar was appointed as a NEPTE Field

Agent in Rhode Island. His area of expertise is Performance-Based Teacher

Education and Certification. Since that time NEPTE has received several

requests for information regarding these topics. This paper is an attempt

to synthesize much of the current thinking on PBTE and related Certification

issues and problems. It is not a detailed "how to" type report. The

writer presents a brief overview of the concepts -- performance-based

teacher education and certification and explains why he has chosen to use

the term "competency-based." He then identifies three issues to

be overcome if one is to successfully implement such an approach.

Roland Goddu

Director

New England Program in Teacher Education

June 1973



COMPETENCY -BASED CERTIFICATION:

WHAT ARE THE KEY ISSUES?

With perhaps more courage than good sense, I will try to synthesize

for the reader much of what is currently in print on competency-based

certification.* One should realize that this concept is much more than a

single innovation. Webster defines innovation as, "the introduction of

something new" or "a new idea, method or.device". In a sense competency-

based certification (CDC) is new, but it is really a collection of several

ideas, methods or devices which are combined in various ways to produce

rather sweeping changes in a total education 07 certification system. Many

of the parts or components of CBC have been long recognized by educators.

The "new" aspect of CBC is the way the several parts are combined into a

total system. Those desiring to adopt or adapt a CBC system should always

keep in mind that they are, in fact, adopting or adapting a system not

simply selecting those practices which will easily mesh with an existing

program or system. The adoption or adaptation of a system must certainly

have many often complex implications, some explicit or readily apparent and

some implicit or much less obvious.

CBTE PBTE CBC PLC -- HELP!

When one begins to read about this new "something" variously termed

PBTE, CBTE, PBC or CBC he may think of, if he is old enough or a student of

The term competency-based certification is used here rather than
performance-based certification. The two terms are largely synonymous, but
some difference does exist (see pages 3 and 4 for full explanation).
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history, the New Deal and the alphabet soup of the late thirties. As

a starting point let me define the new alphabet.

1. PBTE = Performance-Based Teacher Education

2. CBTE = Competency Based Teacher Education

3. PBC = Performance Based Certification

4. CBC = Competency Based Certification

5. PBTEC= Performance Based Teacher Education and Certification

6. PBE = Performance Based Education

7. CBE = Competency Based Education

But What Are These Things? Regardless of the terminology used there

are some points of agreement. In this paper, I will be talking about perform-

ance-based or competency-based teacher education programs and certification

systems. However, the reader should realize that the basic principles

governing the operation of such programs could be applied to education pro-

grams at any level, e.g., elementary and secondary school programs.

Traditional teacher education programs and certification systems are

"experienced-based." An experience-b.Ased program or system is one in which

a student, "experiences a specified number of courses in specified areas of

study and undergoes some kind of teaching experience," and is then ready to

teach and receive initial certification.
1

The degree of explicitness required

in a performance-based or competency-based teacher education program or

certification systet much greater than in traditional programs.
2

Depend-

ing upon one's point of view this fact is either a key strength (blessing) or

a major problem (curse) of the CBTE-CBC movement. The reason for these

widely divergent and contradictory points of view will be discussed later.

In what ways are performance-based or competency-based programs more explicit?

Practically all writers agree on the essential or genuine characteris-

tics of PBTE-CBTE programs. The list given here is taken from Houston and



Howsam and is essentially the same as Elam's list, though greatly con-

densed,"the essential ch,..racteristics are:

1. Specification of learner objectives in behavioral terms.

2. Specification of the means for determining whether performance

meets the in4icated criterion levels.

3. Provision for one or more modes of instruction pertinent to the

objectives through which the learning activities may take place.

4. Public sharing of the objectives, criteria, means of assessment

and alternative activities.

5. Assessment of the learning experience in terms of competency criteria.

6. Placement on the learner of the accountability for meeting the

criteria.3

In other words, in a performance or competency-based system one must

clearly specify what the learner is to do, the degree or level of performince-------

or competency expected (criterion) and the evaluation procedures to be used.

The entire process is open to many concerned groups necessitating some type

of cooperative prograth development and decision-making. The process should

be flexible enough to provide for different learning rates and provide more

than one type of learning activity (mode of learning).

Finally, all teacher education programs lead to some type of certi-

fication or credentialing. Since a performance or competency-based teacher

education program is a major system with quite sweeping implications, it

follows that existing certification systems designed for traditional teacher

education programs also need to be changed. Consequently states have begun

to explore new certification options and termed these options performance-

based certification (PBC) or competency-based certification(CBC).
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COMPETENCY -- PERFORMANCE: SAME OR DIFFERENT?

The majority of writers use the terms interchangeably and note that

there is no difference. However, some writers and at least one state

(Texas) do make a distinction between the two terms. So long as the user

clearly defines his usage of terms, it probably makes little or no dif-

ference. However, it might be helpful to the reader to know what the dis-

tinction is in the minds of some writers and users.

Webster defines competence as, "means sufficient for the necessities

of life," and the quality or state of being competent." Competent is de-

fined as, "having requisite ability or qualities," "rightfully belonging,"

and "legally qualified or capable." Performance is defined as, "the execu-

tion of an action, something accomplished, the fullfilment of a claim."

Perform is defined as, "to adhere to the terms of, carry out, to do in a

formal manner Or according to prescribed ritual."

One way to interpret the above definitions is to suggest that perform-

ance refers to specific actions prescribed which can be directly evaluated.

Did or did not a given individual demonstrate that he could do something

at the required performance level (established criterion level). Competency

can be thought of as a more general state or quality of being. In this sense

a person might demonstrate a singe performance over a period of time and be

expected to exhibit successively higher c- greater degrees of competency at

each level evaluated. One might also equate competence with the performance

of a series of acts at or above the established criterion levels. The two:

terms are highly related and this alle.ed distinction may not be important.

However those who do make a distinctiOn usually do relate performances to

initial acts such as one would expect in a pre-service teacher education

program; and competencies to the initial act or acts and the continued
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development of these acts during in-service training. Thought of in this

way, competency-based teacher education is a broader interpretation of

teacher education, in terms. of time and the relationships among discrete

performances, than is performance-based teacher education. In the remainder

of this paper I will use the term competency-based certification (CBC). It

seems to me to be more appropriate than performance based certification; and,

defined as noted above, much less restrictive than performance-based

certification (PBC).

BEYOND SEMANTICS

It is a good deal easier to define terms (semantics)than it is to

reach operational agreement -- what one will do with his terms. At this

point the descriptions of CBC systems become quite complex, divergent,

highly debatable, and very difficult to validate (verify or substantiate,

prove with evidence). This last point is particularly bothersome since few

if any CBC systems have yet been fully implemented or been in operation

long enough for one to gather evidence as to their worth. Consequently,

debate rages as to whether they should be tried without more evidence. My

own judgement is that CBC systems must be carefully developed and tested

to provide needed information; but, due to the existing scarcity of evalua-

tion information, a CBC system should be implemented as an alternative sys-

tem -- at least until we have better evaluations of such systems. I have

referred to CBC as a system. In fact, as the logical extension of a pre-

service CBTE or PBTE system. Before leaving this point the difference be

tweenpre-serviee teacher education and in-service teacher education should

be clarified.

Pre-service teacher education in the context of PBTE-CBTE refers to

those competencies that a prospective teacher is expected to denonsti'ate

prior to graduation and initial certification. This is a most general
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definition. Such competencies may be demonstrated on a college campus

or in a field setting. Field setting being defined as a school or state

operated teacher center as opposed to an institution of higher education.

The evaluation of competencies may be conducted by college personnel,

school personnel, center personnel or in various combinations. The

central factor is that the comnetencies demonstrated in a pre-service

program are initial or beginning competencies.

In-service teacher education refei to the training a teacher receives

after initial certification. In most, if not all, states the assumption

is that a teacher needs to receive additional training periodically in

order to be recertified or move to a more permanent type of certification.

Typically, such additional certification is tied to course or hour require-

ments on a periodic schedule, e.g., six hours every five years. In the

context of CBC, additional recertification, as in initial certification,

refers to particular competencies which a teacher is expected to demonstrate

while on the job. Again this is a most general definition. There is a

great deal of variety in the ways the various states operating or proposing

CBC systems have defined pre-service and in-service certification.

One conclusion does seem logically valid. If 'one agrees that there

are in fact certain competencies necessary for initial certification, and

that some advanced or additional training is'a reasonable base for recerti-

fication; then, at the very least, one should expect a teacher to be able

to demonstrate improved levels of competency on i_.he initial performance over

time. If one accepts this reasoning, most dn the PBTE-CBTE movement do,

the relationship of pre-service to in-service teacher education must tie

very close. In fact, teacher education may be thought of as a series of

concentric circles. (See diagram one.) One, starts with a core which repre-

sents the individual when he starts a teacher education sequence. Traditional
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programs typically define certain minimum entrance requirements. The

second circle represents the pre-service phase of a teacher education

sequence. Certain competencies have to be achieved to a given degree or

eritcrion. The final circle and the largest represents the inservice

phase of teacher education which theoretically continues and expands

throughout one's teaching career. The competencies that one certifies are

those shaded portions of the circles. As c._mbe seen from the diagram ths

shaded portions expand overtime in teaching which is consistent wit';, the

present practice of levels of certification. Certification could be re-

quired at any point during the in-service phase. MI: link between pre-

service and in-service competencies is direct. Additional competencies can

be added at any point during the in-ser,:_ce phase. It is important to

note that not all portions of t' circles are shaded or evaluated. This is

for these two reasons. Fist, a person theoretically is constantly expand-

ing in his abilities, and not all individuals have the same capacity for or

rate of growth. Secondly, we cannot presently measure all competencies,

especially affective ones, accurately. Consequently, the shaded portions

represent those competencies which we might define as a basic core which

all teachers should possess. If differentiated staffing grows in usage,

not all teachers would have to have all basic competencies but would be

expected to continually develop certain competencies. This does not prevent

the development of other competencies and allows considerable freedom for

individuals to develop the ,,open areas of the circles as they desire. A

caution before briefly discussing three key operational questions. The

model (picture) of pre- and in-service is included to help the reader visualize

one man's view of the relationship between pre-service and in-service teacher

education. This should in no way be taken as the only way or even as the

generally accepted view. Regardless of "the view," a CBC system must pro-
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vide for all levels of certification. A review of material from most of

the states that are actively involved with CBC shows there to be at -

least three major issues which must be resolved as one develops a CBTE

and CBC system.

BROAD BASED INVOLl.T,ITNT -- CONSORTIA

It was noted earlier that CBTE and CEC are total systemn with sweep-

ing implications. A competency-based system is complex and will affect

many different groups. Consequently, planning for such a system must

include all groups who will be affected. There have always been some

cooperative relationships in teacher eduscation and certification procedures.

Student teachers must, after all, teach in an actual classroom. Cooperating

teachers in the schools must work with teacher education supervisors. State

departments of education interact with institutions of higher education

in developing procedures for approving programs and in establishing ce7tifi-

cation criteria. The difference in a CBC system is the degree of coopera-

tion required. Many existing relationships must be changed. This becomes

a major issue in that existing power bases may need .to be changed. People

or institutions typically do not want to give up their existing powers of

decision. In the final analysis t competency-based system requires

significant changes in the ways the many elements (groups) are now operating

and/Or cooperating.

What groups are involved? Houston and Howsam identify nine separate

groups who will be affected by a major change in existing teacher education

procedures. They are:

1. The institution of higher learning as a system with its subsystems

that bear specific responsibility for teacher education and -with

its management and support subsystems.
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2. Related and involved subsystems on the campus, particularly the

college of arts and sciences.

3. Teacher-education students, both as individuals and organized

groups.

4. The units that operate the schools (primarily local school

districts).

5. The &ate and its agencies that govern and control teacher education,

certification, conditions of teacher services and school curricula.

6. The organized teaching profession (as distinct from units that

employ teachers.)

7. The public as it is represented in local and state politics and

in direct contact with community or neighborhood schools.

8. Other governental and community agencies that interact with

education through commonalities of concern or overlap of functions.

9. Other interact groups with concern for education.k

As can be seen from this list a major system change is a complex

endeavor. It is one which requires many inputs and careful planning from

the very beginning of the process.

Houston and Howsam further note:

Each element will react in accordance with its own perception
of its interests. It may choose to agree or disagree, support
or oppose, strengthen or subvert. Furthermore, any response
initiated by one element produces whole new patterns of inter-
actions and forces. It is the realization of this commonality
of interest and of the systemic nature of change that leads to
recognition of the need for planned change. No haphazard or
piecemeal approach can hope to succeed in this complex system.
mutual respect for the interests and concerns of all elements

leads readily to the idea that change should be planned through
consortia. If planning must account for all elements, then all
elements must have a voice in the planning . . . the planning
process itself is a major input to change.5

In summary, the obvious point is that a move to competency-based

teacher education and certification is a move toward accepting a new.



organizational system for planning and operating teacher education and cer-

tification. Sv.eh a move will not succeed if done in a piecemeal fashion.

Systematic or planned system change is called for and all effected must

be involved in the process.

ESTABLISHING C or11)7TENC IES : WHAT SHOULD C HERS DO?

The only totally honest answer to the above question is that we do not

know, for sure. Different individuals and groups (professional and non-

professional) think they know what a "good" teacher should do. Certainly

teacher-education as a profession is based upon considerable study and re-

search which supports the inclusion of certain areas of study in a teacher

education program. The problem occurs when one tries to de'ine particular

Ipachinc behaviors that all teachers should possess. Herbert Kiiebard

reviews research done on teacher education and notes, "it would be difficult

to nam even a single specific behavior that has been shown to be consistently

correlated with a reasonable definition of competent teaching."
6

He con-

eludes with the following statement, "we might as well face the possibility,

indeed the likelihood, that teaching may not consist-of standard best ways

to do pa-ticular thin7s."7

The above comments do not mean that competencies should not be stated!

In fact, an Educational Testing Service Report states:

The lack of a substantial scientific foundation to support the
choice of teaching skills to be learned does not mean that
professional educators or teachers themselves have no idea as to
relevant competencies needed in teaching. There is a rich, if not
overabundant, literature on teaching and teaching skills. But the
concepts, theories, and hypotheses about teaching skills necessary
to produce certain desirable changes in pupils are lamely untested.
To say that they are untested does not mean that the ideas are
worthless, only that their validity remains to be demonstrated.
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Further, if one talks to a group of experienced principals or

college student teacher supervisors they are apt to say they can easily

identify a "good" teacher. What is interesting here is they probably can

do this with remarkably little difference of opinion. But, if the same

people were asked to list those particular competencies peculiar to a

"good" teacher, there would be very little agreement.

The foregoing comments suggest the following tentative generaliza-

tions: (1) Competencies can be identified by various groups involved

with teacher education (2) Agreement over general areas of teacher compe-

tency (groups of competencies) can be achieved with little difficulty, (3)

Agreement among and between groups as to specific teaching competencies

will be more difficult and subject to considerable discussion, and (4)

It is most important that competencies be clearly stated so that they

may be tested and validated.

It would also seem that a state moving toward a CBC system should be
r.

very cautious in legislating overly specific lists of teacher competencies,

at least until more evidence is available to support selected competencies.

In fact, most states are avoiding the specification of comprehensive lists

of teacher competencies. Most states provide considerable latitude for

consortia to select specific competencies within general guidelines.

Yet, there is a potential danger in stating overly general guidelines

ftr the development of competencies. To the extent that some quality

control is desired by a given state, consortia rust be provided with

clearly defined process guidelines which might address such topics as,

(1) type and or level of competencies, (2) manage-rent and (3) evaluation

procedures. The intent of such process guidelines would be to insure

that all operating consortia followed certain minimum criteria, not trl
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dictate specific competenciesegor teaching methodology.*

Ii summary, considerable material on teacher competencies is avail-

able, but few if any specific teacher competencies are as yet validated

by research. Consequently, groups moving into CBTE programs and states

moving toward CBC should view -their competencies as tentative (subject

to change) rather than absolute (fixed or proven). Also, due to the

tentative nature of teacher competencies, it is this writer's judgement

that CBTE and CBC systems should, at present, be developed as alternative

systems rather than as total replacements to existing teacher education

systems.

EVALUATING CO:TF_TENCIES: ':HAT DID TE."XPLERS DO?

It was noted early in this paper that the high degree of explicitness

required in CBTE programs may be thought of as a key strength or major

weakness of the movement. This is probably not as great a contradiction

as it appears.

Explicitness is a strength because a clear statement of goals and

objectives related to various competencies selected allows all groups

concerned to focus directly on what the learner is expected to do and

facilitates the selection of appropriate evaluation procedures for the

the given goals and objectives. If goals and objectives are not explicit

there is apt to be: (1) considerable disagreement over terms which turn

out to be largely semantic in nature, and (2) evaluation which is only

loosely related to the given goals and objectives stated.

*This particular problem (over-specification versus over-generalization
of competencies) is discussed in more detail in Srnmary of I,ntions Taken
by Selected States Involved in Deyelonin Cormetenc-Based Certification
Systems, by John C. Pitman, New England Program in Teacher Education.



Explicitness is a weakness or danger in that goals and objectives

selected nay tend to focus on low level competencies which are easiest to

state and evaluate. Further if one were to attempt to list all possible

competencies the flexibility required for individual learning sytles

would suffer. In essence, highly specific guidelines -- lists of suggested

competencies in various fields -- tend to be taken as absolutes rather

than as bases for particular program development.

A competency-based program is neither positive or negative in itself.

It may become positive or negative in the minds of those evaluating or

effected by a given program. ProgrAns that focus on low-level competencies

or list all possible behaviors as givens are apt to be labeled mechanistic

(negative) and may well be overly restrictive. If key groups such as teachers

associations are not involved in the establishment of competencies and in

the procedures for evaluating competencies, especially those beyond initial

certification, they are apt to have little regard for or commitment to a

given program.

In short, the very explitness of CBTE systems and CEO systems rakes it

possible for one to identify more clearly exactly what the values and objec-

tives of the system are. Consequently one can more readily support or

oppose and accept or reject any proposed systeM. It is my judgement that

if the entire process of developing a CBTE or CBC system is open (done

through some type of consortium) values are inherent in the development.

Some like Broudy9 say CBTE is devoid of real value questions. It nay be

if those developing a given system come from a limited value base. I don't

see how a consortium approach can escape, even if one wanted to, the resolu-

tion of conflicting value bases.

The foregoing is not really, I hope, a digression. The explicit state-

ment of competencies does suggest the :roans of evaluation one night errloy.
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An evaluation program yields data that provide a basis for
judging the worth of the program, and data fror.L which judgements
can be made about improving the T-Jgram. This inquiry about
the validity and utility of the, graining prograzi

0
rests on the

1
evidence that is accumulated about its effects.

The two key terms in this definition of evaluation are. validity and utility.

Any evaluation of selected competencies needs to be concerned with the

immediate utility of the activities employed to develop the selected com-

petencies. Did or did not a series of activities prove to be effective and if

not, why not. Yet, this is only part of the necessary evaluation process. The

longtx range and more difficult questions concern the ultimate value of the total

program or system. Do a given set of competencies make a difference in terms

of studt.it learnings or teacher. behaviors?

There are currently many possible evaluation techniques that one can use to

measure the immediate or short-range utility of learning activitiesor learning

units (sometimes called modules or module clusters). There is far less informa-

tion on appropriate techniques for evaluating overall program or system values

in terms of their effects on learner behavior.

Turner has discussed the problem of immediate and long range evaluation of

CBTE and defined six levels of evaluation. This formulation is widely accepted

by others in the field of PBm"-CBTE. Turner's levels are:

1. Observations of the eacher in the classroom and systematic analysis .of

the level of outcomes achieved by the teacher with the pupils he teaches

(pupil outcomes).

2. Same as level one except evaluations confined to the first year of teaching.

3. Observations of teacher behaviors but no evaluation of the effect of these

behaviors on pupil outcomes.

4. Limited teacher observation -- only a few selected behaviors are checked.

5. Limited teacher observation as in #4, but not necessarily with actual

students. Might be simulated students.
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6. Person only needs to show he understands a behavior, i.e., paper

and pencil tests, oral examination, etc.
11

Writers point out that the present state of the art in evaluation is almost

entirely restricted to levels 3-6 with most in levels 4-6. In short there

is a pressing need for CBTE research which will, help to "develop a taxonomy

ofteaching performance whose elements have been demonstrated to affect

student learning significantly; and . . . (that will help to) develop

reliable and valid measures of these teaching performances."
12

The importance of the foregoing is that (1) careful evaluation designs

for both immediate and longer range evaluation are critical to CBTE, CBC

systems, (2) the explicitness of stated selected competencies should assist

in selecting or developing appropriate evaluation strategies, and (3) all

stated competencies should be taken as tentative and subject to revision as

evaluation data becomes available. Also, the foregoing suggeets that (1)

value questions must be considered as one develops a system, (2) the values

inherent in a given program may cause the program to be viewed as positive

or negative, (3) to be viewed as positive all the major groups effected must

a stake in the evaluation process, and (4) due to the scarcity of

evt.luation instruments'for some competencies (especially affective ones) not

all competencies may be capable of level one evaluation.

SUMMARY

In this brief overview of CBTE and CBC systems I have attempted to note

what I consider to be the primary issues which must be resolved in some

manner as one builds a CBTE or CBC system. Some type of broad-based group

or consortium seems to be required and should be utilized to a far greater

degree than in most traditional teacher education systems. Competencies can
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identified, but as relative not absolute requirement:. That means that stated

competencies must be carefully evaluated in terms of immediate utility and

longer range validity (validated in terms of learning consequences). The

movement toward CBTE and its related credentialing system CBC has much to

offer and should be carefully tested. However, due to the number of key and

as.yet unresolved questions, users of CM or CBC systems should be cautious

in advocating total change-overs to such programs. It would seem mandates

(legislative directions) should be limited to general process guidelines,

if utilized at all.
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